COSMETIC CLINICS BY DOCTORS

SKIN FACTS, NOT SKIN FASHION.
Skin is a living breathing, beautiful biological miracle.
Fact.
The Skin Project is here to dispel the myths and offer
expert solutions to your skin’s long-term health.
COSMETIC CLINICS BY DOCTORS

Science.
We want to make healthy skin effortless. Skin that
remains radiant, resilient and beautiful for life.
Simple.
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DR TOM
MBBS BSc (Chem) FCPCA
Drawn to medicine with a passion for preventative and anti-ageing practices, Dr Tom is a cosmetic
injecting specialist with a focus on holistic improvements in his patient’s health.
Dr Tom holds several degrees including a Bachelor of Science with a Major in Chemistry and a
Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery. He is also an Inaugural Fellow of the Cosmetic
Physicians College of Australia and is an Associate Member of the Australian Academy of Anti-Ageing
Medicine.
Dr Tom focuses his study on diet, nutrition, exercise, supplementation and skin health and he enjoys
tailoring cosmetic and medical skin solutions to help his clients transform their lives and look and feel
their best.
Dr Tom prides himself on being up-to-date with the latest developments in non-surgical cosmetic
medicine and only relies on the highest quality medical skin solutions to provide his clients with the
best possible results.
Dr Tom believes that the three essential pillars of good cosmetic medicine are communication,
integrity, and the attainment of subtle results which leave people looking entirely natural and
refreshed.
From cosmetic to preventative medicine, Dr Tom’s mission as a doctor is to assist his patients in
achieving an optimal state of wellbeing so that they can live a long and healthy life.

SERVICE MENU
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The Skin Project is a Cosmetic Clinic and Medi Spa with a relaxed comfortable atmosphere that offers a
unique combination of cosmetic doctors and skin therapists to ensure that every aspect of your health
and beauty is met and maintained.

COSMETIC MEDICINE
Anti Wrinkle Injections
The gold standard treatment to reduce lines and wrinkles on the face. Our doctors specialise in subtle
treatments that leaves people looking refreshed and entirely natural.
Injectable Moisturiser
This slow release moisturiser is lightly injected just under the skin for hydration, firmness and overall
rejuvenation.
Double Chin (Fat) Dissolving Injections
This non surgical treatment using small injections will permanently dissolve away your double chin
whilst also tightening your skin to sharpen up your neck and jaw line.
Dermal Fillers
To replace lost volume and soften lines of the mid face. Our doctors are known for creating a subtle
refreshed look that will leave you looking “well” and not “done”.
Skin Needling (Dermapen) & Fraxel Laser Skin Tightening
These treatments will boost all aspects of skin quality whilst simultaneously giving you the most
amount of skin tightening possible outside of the surgical environment.
Sclerotherapy (Spider Leg Vein Treatments)
Why feel embarrassed by your leg veins when we can treat them quickly and without surgery.
Sclerotherapy is a safe, non-surgical method of removing spider veins and varicose veins.

SKIN REJUVINATION SERVICES
Laser Facial
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$198

A “no downtime” treatment which maximizes all aspects of your skin quality whilst naturally stimulating
your skins own collagen production. For best results the Laser Facial is done as a course of
6treatments. If you pre pay for a package then one of the treatments is free and we will also include
two complementary vitamin skin peels.
Pigmentation & Capillaries Laser Treatment

$249

Aimed at reducing pigmentation and/or broken capillaries/rosacea (red skin or blue/red facial vessels)
this more intensive treatment will even out your skin tone and remove unwanted spider vessels. Prepay for 3 treatments and receive a 15% discount.
The “Weekend Fraxel” Laser Skin Tightening/Rejuvenation (2 days downtime)

$800

A fractionated laser will give you the most amount of skin tightening outside of the surgical
environment whilst also helping to boost your overall skin quality. This new laser technology has
the advantage of minimal downtime whilst simultaneously delivering great results. Pre-pay for 3
treatments to receive a 15% discount.
The “Week Off Fraxel” Laser Skin Tightening/Rejuvenation (4 days downtime)
This more intensive fraxel treatment boosts your skins own collagen and elastin levels whilst results in
a reduction in fines lines and wrinkles and improved elasticity. After treatment, you will notice your skin
appears firmer and more youthful. This treatment also helps to diminish fine lines and wrinkles. Add
Omnilux to your favourite facial or peel to maximise results and feel pampered to the max.
Skin Needling and Scar Reduction (Dermapen)

$550

A Dermapen treatment will boost all aspects of skin quality whilst simultaneously stimulating collagen
production and tightening your skin. The Dermapen is also one of the best treatments to reduce the
appearance of scar tissue.

ADVANCED FACIAL TREATMENTS
Epinova Facial – 75mins
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$209

Luxurious and results-orientated, this new generation facial incorporates advanced photosonic
and ultrasonic technology with proven skin reactivation formulas to target signs of environmental
damage, pigmentation and congestion. Relaxing micro-circulatory massage techniques improve
skin tone and optimise penetration of powerful cosmeceuticals to rejuvenate sun damaged skin,
improve skin texture and smooth away fine lines.
Microdermabrasion – 20 mins

$98

By gently removing dead skin cells this non invasive procedure reduces fine lines, wrinkles, acne
scars, brown spots and other superficial skin blemishes.
Microdermabrasion + Chemical Peel – 30mins

$149

The ultimate combination for the removal of dead skin cells this treatment will lighten and
brighten your skin and increase cell renewal. Our therapists will recommend a peel that is
perfectly suited for your needs.
Microdermabrasion + Chemical Peel + Laser – 45mins

$209

The combination of these 3 treatment will lighten, brighten and firm your skin. The laser will
maximise all aspects of your skin quality whilst also helping to clear pigmentation and broken
capillaries.

RELAXING FACIALS
Purifying Skin Treatment - 45mins
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$94

Break outs have finally met their match! This treatment focuses on purifying your skin and includes
deep cleansing followed by extractions.
Classic Facial - 60mins

$99

Concerned about lines and wrinkles? Feel like your skin needs a power boost? This treatment
nourishes your skin while leaving you relaxed and rejuvenated.
Deluxe Facial (Combination of Facial & Massage) - 75mins

$149

The epitome of luxury, this is pampering at its best. Relax and unwind with a back and neck
massage, followed by a personalised classic facial and hand and foot massage.

BODY MASSAGE
Neck and Shoulder Massage - 30mins

$49

Designed to target areas of tension, deep pressure induces relaxation and relieves stress and
strain.
Swedish Body Massage - 60mins

$79

This classic massage is deeply relaxing and perfect for stress relief, circulation, lymphatic
movement and general well-being.

BEAUTY ESSENTIALS
Waxing
Full leg		
Full leg & Bikini
Half leg
Half leg & Bikini
Bikini
G-String 		
Brazilian 		
Full arm 		
Lip 		
Eyebrow 		
Chin 		
Chest from
Back from
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Eyes & Tinting
$45
$90
$35
$55
$35
$40
$89
$35
$15
$20
$15
$59
$55

Eyelash Tint 		
Eyebrow Tint 		
Eyelash & Eyebrow Tint

$25
$20
$39

Make up
Express Makeup		
Intense Makeup 		

$65
$110

Manicure
30 minutes 		
$49
60 minutes with Paraffin Wax $74

PRODUCTS
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In keeping with The Skin Projects philosophy we only stock the highest quality “Gold
Standard” products with the finest ingredients. Combining active serum technology
and natural botanical compounds these serums soothe and calm your skin whilst
simultaneously having a rejuvenating effect to actively reduce lines and wrinkles.
The Skin Project By Doctors is an exclusive skin care line only sold by high end
cosmetic clinics.
AM - Aqueous Melt
Moisturising Make up Melting 24 hr. Cleanser that delivers
a daily gift of fresh skin cells.
Gently but effectively does it. A cleanser that lifts make up,
pollution and grime. Reducing Toxic overload whilst leaving
a polished hydrated, refreshed and balanced skin 24 hours
a day.

PR - Pole Reversal
Extraordinary full time Firming and Lifting Serum.
Gravity is a reality but Dr’s know best. If slackening jowling,
slipping and sliding Southwards is to be avoided, use our
Extraordinary Lifting Serum to take your skin back North.
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PS - Pollution Solution
Broad Spectrum free radical scavenging Antioxidant Super
Serum.
Up to 80% of wrinkling, skin ageing and dehydration are
driven by Oxidation. Not on our watch. We have gathered
a stellar list of Anti Oxidant Superstars to send damage
packing whilst leaving your skin in a velvety smooth cocoon
of hydration.

CPR - Cellular Pigmentation Rejuvenation
Tone correcting Anti pigmentation Serum
Fact. Pigment patches and uneven skin tone are the new
Wrinkle! Forget heavy concealers and masks of foundation.
C.P.R. used daily, parts the dark clouds and brings back
memories of clear bright skin using Gold Standard
ingredients to wipe the slate clean.
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R3 R cubed - Renovate, Reset, Renew
Gold Standard Anti-Ageing rejuvenating Retinol over-night
serum.
Sun, Environmental damage, Toxic overload, lifestyle and all
that goes with it have left your skin spinning out of control
(and not in a good way).
Renovate, Reset, Re-new pulls the accumulated power of
the most potent Gold standard anti-ageing, restorative,
rejuvenating, firming, Cell stimulating, smoothing and yes
hydrating ingredients into one nightly Super Serum that
does it all.

ES - Eye Specialist
360 degree Orbital Anti ageing firming Over night eye
treatment.
Time can be your friend. We worked out that the best time
to tackle Eye Bags, Dar Circles, Puffiness, Lines and wrinkles
is when the Chronological instincts within your skin are
working their hardest. Use Eye Specialist only at night, and
awake with much perkier peepers.
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OPENING HOURS
Monday 		
Tuesday 		
Wednesday
Thursday 		
Friday 		
Saturday 		
Sunday		

Closed
9am - 5pm
9am - 6pm
10am - 8pm
10am - 6pm
10am - 5pm
Closed

THE SKIN PROJECT COSMETIC CLINICS
& THE SKIN PROJECT BY DOCTORS

CABRAMATTA COSMETICS CLINIC &
INSIDE LASH STUDIO

63 West Street
North Sydney NSW 2060

Level 1 68 John St
Cabramatta NSW 2166

02 9929 1253
MUD ME BEAUTY

SYDNEY CBD COSMETICS CLINIC

1/133 Crown St
Wollongong NSW 2500

Level 5 Suite 1 187 Macquarie St
Sydney NSW 2000

WWW.SKINPROJECT.COM.AU

INFO@SKINPROJECT.COM.AU

